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Top Health Related Cyber and Physical Events for February

United States: Bomb Threat Procedures Initiated At Heywood, Athol Hospitals After Likely Swatting Incident

DOJ Charges 19 Worldwide in $68 Million xDedic Dark Web Marketplace Fraud

HMG Healthcare Data Breach Affects 80,000 Individuals

United States: Hospital Fentanyl Thefts Exposed After Patients Hooked Up To Compromised IV Bags Die

Volexity Catches Chinese Hackers Exploiting Ivanti VPN Zero-Days

United States: Brattleboro Memorial Hospital Patient Allegedly Threatened Nurse, Caused Disturbance

Fake 401K Year-End Statements Used to Steal Corporate Credentials

United States: Perilous Blizzard To Thrash Midwest Followed By Dangerous Flash Freeze

Capital Health Attack Claimed by LockBit Ransomware, Risk of Data Leak

Looking to make the most out of your trip?
Sign-up for a Special Excursion on Friday After the Summit for only $199!

We will start the excursion by wandering through a stunning bushland setting with an expert ranger who will share stories of unique and unusual native wildlife. You will get up close to the most iconic Australian species, the kangaroo and koala, in an exclusive small group experience with plenty of opportunities to grab the perfect photo.

Next, we will take our taste buds on a road trip to sniff, sample, and sip classic Yarra Valley wines at Rochford Wines. Here, we will indulge our senses as we enjoy wine tasting along with a scintillating lunch while sampling the grapes and marveling at the harmony of diverse soils, temperate weather, and the dedication of generations of vignetter's in this pioneering region that kick-started Victoria's wine industry all the way back in 1838.

Register today while Early Bird Pricing is available
https://h-isac.org/summits/2024-apac-summit/

Annual Threat Report

Health-ISAC’s Annual Threat Landscape Report

This year’s Threat Report added Medical Device Security, OT threats, Physical Security and included AI as an emerging new threat vector. With inputs from nearly 400 health security professionals, the results reveal top threats and concerns. Members can access the report in the Threat Intelligence Portal (HTIP)

MID-FEBRUARY - Public and Members should look for the summary of the threat report in a version earmarked exclusively for CISOs, along with a market trend report on cybersecurity products and services.

Health-ISAC is Excited to Announce the APAC Keynote!

Alastair MacGibbon, Australia’s foremost cybersecurity leader and Chief Strategy Officer at CyberCX, keynotes next month’s APAC Summit near Melbourne, Australia.

MacGibbon will share his expertise with attendees from his 15-year career as a Federal Agent in the Federal Police, where he established Australia’s High Tech Crime Centre, he held senior cyber security and safety roles across the private sector. Upon returning to public service, Alastair was appointed Australia’s inaugural eSafety Commissioner before becoming National Cyber Security Adviser, head of the Australian Cyber Security Centre and Special Adviser to the Prime Minister on Cyber Security.

Health-ISAC is pleased to publish a monthly newsletter designed to bring events and other important ISAC news to your attention. If there is something you would like to see included, please email: contact@h-isac.org

Now Available!

Health-ISAC’s Annual Threat Landscape Report

This year’s Threat Report added Medical Device Security, OT threats, Physical Security and included AI as an emerging new threat vector. With inputs from nearly 400 health security professionals, the results reveal top threats and concerns. Members can access the report in the Threat Intelligence Portal (HTIP)

MID-FEBRUARY - Public and Members should look for the summary of the threat report in a version earmarked exclusively for CISOs, along with a market trend report on cybersecurity products and services.
SPRING AMERICAS SUMMIT - ORLANDO REGIONAL WORKSHOP - SAN DIEGO

SUMMITPALOOZA
ONE-DAY SALE!

Member registration only $99 US! $295-US

Watch the Summit teaser video on YouTube.

Late February announcement coming soon!

Spring ISAC Spring Americas Summit
May 29-31, 2024
ChampionsGate, Orlando, FL

Workshop Topics include:
- Not Petya & How it has Influenced a Member’s Security Program
- FDA Premarket Guidance and Look Ahead
- Medical Device Cybersecurity and Software Bill of Materials

Health-ISAC Healthcare Cybersecurity Workshop and Tabletop Exercise
Build peer connections, rehearse incident response scenarios, learn and share best practices

When
March 7th, 2024
9 am to 4 pm

Where
Rady Children's Hospital, San Diego

WORKING GROUP VIDEO

COMMUNITY SERVICES - RED SIFT MEMBER OFFER

Comprehensive coverage of an organization’s digital footprint

Special Offer to Members
Receive a complimentary Domain Report which requires no configuration or action on your part and receive a signed copy of the 2nd edition of Bulletproof TLS and PKI by Hardenize founder Ivan Ristic.

A summary of the Domain Report includes:
- Protecting your perimeter
- Lookalike domain analysis
- DMARC Analysis

Learn more here: https://h-isac.org/red-sift/

RESOURCES AND MEDIA

Health-ISAC White Paper
Risk-Based Approach to Vulnerability Management
The concept of prioritization in vulnerability management is significant as it helps to support effective mitigation and remediation strategies across different organizational capability levels.

This Perilous Cyber Moment in Healthcare
Interview in Healthcare Innovation
Health-ISAC’s Errol Weiss shares his perspectives on the current intensifying cyber dangers threatening health systems—and what senior leaders need to do.

MORE UPCOMING EVENTS — Find these on our website EVENTS PAGE

February 13  Malware Defense Trends and What It Means to Us
Threat Operations Center (TOC) Spotlight webinar

February 14  Protecting Healthcare Organizations Through Deception Technology: A Practitioner’s View
Navigator webinar by Acalvio

February 20  Health Care and Medical Device Cybersecurity
Health-ISAC presentation at ICE Leadership Conference, Irvine

Feb 25-28  VIVE 2024 in Los Angeles, California
Health-ISAC will be presenting and exhibiting.

Monthly Member Events
Thursday, February 8
T-SIG Webinar for SMB Members
Monthly on the 2nd Thursday at 11:30pm ET

Tuesday, February 27
Member Threat Briefing
Monthly on the last Tuesday at 12pm ET

Thursday, February 29
Engaging Talks & Contributions
Monthly on the last Thursday at 12pm ET